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Investigations in the domain of Mathematical Logic have been implemented in our Institute 

since 1960. Different works devoted to Constructive Mathematical Analysis and Constructive 
Logic were published over 1960-1990. In particular, a new logical system—Symmetric 
Constructive Logic, was created; systems of recursive realizability and logical-mathematical 
systems based on this logic were investigated in [1]. Researches on many-valued logics have 
been implemented since 1970 and in fuzzy logic since 1990.Theorems on compactness were 
proved for a large class of many-valued logics. Criteria for completeness and solvability were 
established for logical-mathematical systems based on three-valued logics [2]. General forms of 
algebraic representations for recursively enumerable fuzzy sets and for operators on such sets 
were created, connections between such algebraic systems and the corresponding logical-
mathematical systems were established [3]. Formal logical languages for the representation of 
primitive recursive functions and primitive recursive string functions were created; connections 
between such languages were investigated [4]. Last years new logical systems, namely, fuzzy 
constructive and fuzzy symmetric constructive logics were created, logical calculi, formalizing 
the logical deductions in these logics, were investigated [5]. Logical-mathematical systems based 
on these logics, in particular, fuzzy formal arithmetics were defined. It may be supposed that 
investigations of such systems will give a possibility for constructing a mathematical theory of 
so called “fuzzy natural numbers”. The urgency of such theory was noted by N.N. Luzin and 
P.K. Rashevsky [6]. 
 Since 1980 logical methods of electronic circuits testing, in particular, combinational and 
sequential circuits as well as memory circuits testing have been developed. The methods of 
circuit testability improvement by the insertion of new points of observability and controllability 
were developed; possibilities of optimization of the structure of circuits obtained by such a way 
were investigated [7]. The methods for the improvement of the structure of sequential circuits by 
the correction of delays in such circuits and testing of obtained delays were created [8]. New 
testing algorithms were developed for random access memories; the possibilities of minimization 
of corresponding tests were investigated. The minimal volume of some tests obtained by this 
way was established. New methods of dynamic faults testing in memory circuits were created 
[9]. The results of mentioned investigations are used in practical engineering. 
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